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Abstract—The Petri nets are the first standard for business
process modeling. Most probably, it is one of the core reasons why
all new standards created afterwards have to be so reformed as to
reach the stage of mapping the new standard onto Petri nets.
The paper presents a business process repository based on a
universal database. The repository provides the possibility the data
about a given process to be stored in three different ways. Business
process repository is developed with regard to the reformation of a
given model to a Petri net in order to be easily simulated.
Two different techniques for business process simulation based on
Petri nets - Yasper and Woflan are discussed. Their advantages and
drawbacks are outlined. The way of simulating business process
models, stored in the Business process repository is shown.

Keywords—Business process repository, Petri nets, Simulation,
Woflan, Yasper.

I. INTRODUCTION

B

USINESS process modeling is a fast developing
discipline directed to business analysis with the aim to
obtain different specific concepts of a given enterprise. The
concepts are mutually complementary helping the complete
perception of a complex system by outlining every significant
element. They are represented by models, which describe the
processes and services executed within a company. All this
appears to be the main reason for creating lots of languages
and methods, which are used for business models description.
One of the pioneering methods applied in business process
modeling is Petri net technology.
Petri nets offer a graphical representation of stepwise
processes including choice, iteration and concurrent execution.
They are distinguished with an exact mathematical definition
of their execution semantics, and a well-developed
mathematical theory for process analysis. Petri nets are one of
the known techniques for describing business processes in a
formal and abstract way [8], [9]. There are four general
approaches to Petri net analysis:
1. Reachability Analysis, involves the enumeration of all
reachable markings, but it suffers from the state-space
explosion issue;
2. The Matrix Equation Approach, in many cases it is
applicable only to special subclasses of Petri nets or
special situations;
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Invariant Analysis, determines sets of places or transitions
with special features, as token conservation or cyclical
behavior;
4. Simulation, discrete-event simulation is an option to
check the system properties.
The Petri nets are the first standard for business process
modeling. Most probably, it is one of the core reasons why all
new standards created afterwards have to be so reformed as to
reach the stage of mapping the new standard onto Petri nets.
The team involved in the research found the solution by
creating Business Process Repository.
Business Process Repository is the central location for
storing information concerning how an enterprise operates.
The administration of a business process repository includes
activities such as storing, managing, and changing the
knowledge about the processes of an enterprise. It is
responsible for: creating a repository structure; defining and
maintaining the procedures, so as to ensure that all changes are
controlled, validated and approved; mapping processes to
applications and data; providing the suitable infrastructure for
enabling the effective and consistent use of the models stored
in the repository.
The business process repository created and described in the
[1], [2] is represented through a universal database. The
repository provides the possibility the data about a given
process to be stored in three different ways:

The first one is focused on the storage of business process
characteristics such as number, description, responsible
units, input data, output data, resources, and others. These
features can be extended and supplemented;

The second description allows maintaining the
hierarchical structure of a process. The relationships
between processes and their sub-processes are represented
by showing the parent process and the relevant child
processes. In these dependencies a single process may
appear both as a complex process with sub-processes, and
as a sub-process of a process from a higher level;

The third presentation deals with the information about
the graph structure of the process. Events, generated in
result of process execution and used to start other
processes, provide information that allows constructing
the sequence (or sequences) of the sub-processes of a
particular process.
The business process repository proposes the main
functions of process maintenance, as well as a high degree of
business process templates’ reuse. Business process repository
is developed with regard to the reformation of a given model
to a Petri net. The method of model’s reformation into a Petri
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neet is shown inn [3]. After a given model is representeed as a
Peetri net, then itt can be easilyy simulated.
This study innvestigates thee simulation aas approach too Petri
neets analysis. Business
B
proceess simulation with Petri neet tools
is an option to represent the properties off a system. Thhe core
iddea is to use a suitable algoorithm for execution with thhe aim
c
to reveal the prresence of unddesirable propperties, but it cannot
shhow and provee the correctness of the moodel in general case.
Neevertheless, Petri
P
net-baseed simulationn is a convvenient
m
method for cheecking the deesirable propeerties of a buusiness
prrocess and/or system. The execution allgorithm to ruun the
Peetri net includees the followinng steps:
1. Initializationn: define the iinitial markinng and the set of all
enabled trannsitions in the marking;
2. If the numbeer of preset sim
mulation stepss or certain stoopping
criteria is m
met, stop. Othherwise, if there is no trannsition
enabled, repport a deadlockk marking andd either stop orr go to
Step 1;
3. Randomly ppick a transiition to fire. Remove the same
number of tokens from each of its input
i
places as the
d
number of aarcs from that pplace to the trransition and deposit
the same nuumber of tokenns to each of its output plaaces as
the number oof arcs from thhe transition too that place.
4. Remove all disabled transsitions from thhe enabled trannsition
set, and addd all newlyy enabled onnes to the ennabled
transition seet. Go to Step 2.
2
The algorithm has been initially sugggested for buusiness
prrocess simulattion based on Petri nets toools. Over the years,
the algorithm underwent
u
a nnumber of chaanges. The chhanges
P
nets havve many extennsions.
orriginate from the fact that Petri
Thhe algorithm itself is beinng extended aand most freqquently
ussed with the ffollowing moddification: folllowing-up thee time
required for exeecution of the whole processs as well as thhe time
neeeded for passing the transittions.
Nowadays, tthe usage off such algorrithm is obvviously
heelpful, as it aallows to pree-detect a num
mber of deaddlocks,
whhich may preevent the occuurrence of serrious errors liike an
incorrectly inveented technoloogical processs as part of a series
mpany,
prroduction that may cause drramatic probleems to the com
addditional woork, legal consequences,
c
, irritated client,
m
mismanagemennt and depressed employeess. Therefore, iit is of
prrimary importtance to checck the correcttness of a buusiness
prrocess before starting it. Inn that context,, the paper prresents
the following Petri net exxtensions forr business pprocess
mulation:
sim
1. Yasper
2. Woflan

F
Fig. 1 Tools forr analysis and trransformation oof business processes
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II. YASPER
A
Y
Yasper is a toool for modeling, analyzinng and simulaating
autoomated busineess processes (workflow). Y
Yasper is baseed on
Petrri net technollogy. In Yaspper it is possiible to model and
anim
mate random places
p
and trannsitions withinn a net by keeeping
the following feattures:

Hierarchy – a net can be diivided into subbnets;

Choice (XOR
R) – a symbool for denotingg alternative ppaths
for executionn;

Roles – useers or resourcces, which caan be assigneed to
transitions. In
I the processs of animatiion the roless are
represented w
with transitionns that can be eexecuted;

Arcs deletionn – used whenn testing emptyy places;

Data stores – places, whicch always havve a single tooken.
They are used for represennting databasess;

a probabilityy are in the bbasis of stochhastic
Time, cost and
simulation. T
Transitions caan be timed orr can be execcuted
beyond the tiime interval. Transition
T
timee may:
o be fixed;
o have an assiggned average vvalue with a sttandard deviattion;
o be unavailablle.
P
Processing cosst of transitionn is an analogoous case. It caan be
fixeed, variable peer time.

Identities casse, segregatioon and aggreggation case – used
for manual annd automatic ssimulation of processes;

Automatic ssimulation – provides reccords for coorrect
ending of cases and statisttics reports foor execution of the
workflow [4]].
III.

WOFLAN

W
Woflan (Worrkflow Analyyzer) is a software
s
tool for
anallyzing the relliability of a w
workflow in tthe terms of Petri
netss by verificatioon of the proccess correctness and issuancce of
repoorts on encounntered problem
ms.
W
Woflan is deveeloped by mem
mbers of the S
SMIS group inn the
department of Mathematics and Compputer Sciencee at
Einddhoven Univeersity of Technnology [10].
W
Woflan is comp
mposed of threee main parts:
1. P
Parser – analyyzes workflow
w definitions specified in terms
of Petri netss. It is assum
med that a P
Petri net hass the
following struucture: one innput place corrresponding too the
entry point of the workkflow and oone output pplace
correspondingg to the workfflow exit pointt. The parser rreads
tthe Petri net from the inpput file and bbuilds up the data
w that has to be
b analyzed. If the
structure of each workflow
P
Petri net doees not satisffy the speciffied requirem
ments,
W
Woflan will w
warn the user.
2. A
Analysis routiines – the dataa structure buiilt up by the parser
is used for diifferent kinds of analysis. Woflan will w
warn
for incorrect uusage of speciified constructts and it can ddetect
incorrectness in tokens’ appplication.
3. U
User interfacee – built up byy using XVT. W
Woflan techniiques
enable multipple workflowss analysis at tthe same timee, as
each workfloow definitionn correspondds to a separate
w
window.
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Fig. 2 Architecture of Woflan

Figg. 3 Business prrocess representtation with a Pettri net

Woflan is a ttool for verifyying the workkflow correctnness. It
usses numerous techniques forr detecting pootential errors during
a workflow devvelopment. Onn one hand, W
Woflan uses m
modern
tecchniques for business process analysis, and on the other
haand, it is clear that Woflan nneeds to interfface with otheer tools
likke COSA and Protos for moodeling and annalyzing workfflows.
To list the advantages and disadvanntages of thee two
m
methods for buusiness processs simulation in the terms of Petri
focus one and the same proccess. Fig. 3 shhows a
neets, we shall fo
buusiness process in the terms of a classical Petri net.
The businesss process reepresented inn Fig. 3 shaall be
coonsidered firsttly in the term
ms of Woflann. For analyzinng the
prrocess in accordance with W
Woflan it is neecessary to model it
ussing COSA, Sttaffware and P
Protos.
COSA (COS
SA Solutionss) [5] is onne of the leeading
woorkflow manaagement systeems in the N
Netherlands. COSA
C
alllows for the m
modeling of complex workfflow processees. The
m
modeling languuage of COS
SA is based on Petri neets. A
disadvantage off COSA is thatt it does not suupport verificaations.
W
Woflan can analyze any workflow process defi
finition
coonstructed by using CONE.. CONE (COS
SA Network E
Editor)
is the design toool of the COS
SA system. Figg. 4 shows thee same
woorkflow definnition as that iin Fig.3. In Fiig. 4, the proccess is
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desiigned with thee help of CON
NE tools.
W
Woflan can im
mport workfloow definitionns from Staffw
fware
[7]. Staffware is widespread w
workflow mannagement sysstems
in thhe world. It usses a proprietaary graphical iinput languagge for
speccifying busineess process deefinitions. Nevvertheless, Wooflan
can analyze som
me useful prroperties of business proocess
defiinitions made with Staffwarre.
W
Woflan can bee used to realizze the processs definitions which
w
are made with Protos. Protoos [6] is a Business Proocess
Reeengineering toool. It can be used to (re)ddesign and anaalyze
worrkflows.
T
The result of the
t foregoing business process simulatioon is
reprresented with a number of ddialog window
ws within 14 steps.
s
Eacch window iis aimed to show all aadvantages annd/or
disaadvantages off the process. The main disadvantage off the
prodduct is that itt cannot generrate a report to show the m
main
disaadvantages off the modeledd business prrocess withinn the
fram
mes of one diaalog window.
T
The business pprocess represeented in Fig. 3 is now vieweed in
the terms of Yassper. The advvantage of Yaasper compareed to
Woflan is that ussing Yasper teechniques it is possible to crreate
a buusiness processs model, to eedit the desiggned model annd to
starrt it manually oor automaticallly.
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Fig. 4 The business pprocess of Fig. 3 designed withh COSA

Fig. 5 The business prrocess of Fig. 3 designed with Staffware

Fig. 6 The business process of Fig. 3 designed withh Protos
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Fig. 7 One oof the 14 steps aanalyzing the reesults of the bussiness process of Fig. 3 designeed with Woflan

Fig. 8 The business process
p
of Fig. 3 designed withh Yasper

F
Fig. 9 Report thhe results of thee business proceess of Fig. 3 designed with Yasper
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IV.

CONCLUSION

Simulation is one of the most important approaches to
analyses and improvements of workflow definitions. Two
different Petri net extensions for business processes simulation
have been presented in this paper. These simulation methods
are based on colored Petri nets. The main advantage of Yasper
is that there is no need:

to get acquainted with the theory and semantics of tools as
COSA, Staffware and Protos, and

the result of the business process simulation to be
represented within the frames of one dialog window.
When a user is reviewing the model, Yasper allows
switching regimes, e.g. from the regime of model to
regime of report and vice versa.
The advantage of Yasper is that it allows simulating
business processes that are modeled (created) in a different
environment. The main requirement is models to be based on
Petri nets.
Woflan and Yasper prove that the workflow market is a
challenging application domain for Petri-net-based
technology.
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